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BU Y  1  Z I P

G E T  1 0 T H  F R E E
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B U Y  1 4  G R A M S

 G E T  2 G  F R E E  A M B R O S I A / B A D D E R  
+ 1  C A R T  

O R  5  C A R T S or FREE 1/8



CURDZ 
WHITE CHEESE  (THE WHITE X UK CHEESE)

Another one checking all boxes for the connoisseur of gas 
and OG Kush hybrids; this unique and

rare cross of UK Cheese and The White has no problem 
boasting characteristics of both parents.

Her dense resin covered knots yield a wet greasy oil slick 
completely reminiscent to many elite

OG Kush and Sour Diesel trichomes. The UK Cheese notes 
are very subtle due to the high

concentration of overwhelming exotic gassy Kush terps (10 
identified to be exact), but evident

for those with experienced pale!es. Cheese brings subtle 
nuances detectable in the overall nose

these buds permeate from the bag, which can only be 
described as a so" cream behind all the

raging exotic fuel. Her flowers ripen to a rich velvety 
purple and she boasts high concentrations

of CBGa as well for that heavy medicated feeling.
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GARLIC & ORANGE JUICE 
GARLIC COCKTAIL #7 (GMO X MIMOSA)

Thank you @uprisingseed, this weed is ridiculously 
loud and beautiful to cultivate. Her aromas

are purely citrus, but in a nuanced so! undertone 
type of way. Flavors of orange-ade and

pomelo are evident throughout her blooming cycle, 
but the physical formation of flowers is a

perfect rendition of GMO on “roid rage”. Definitely a 
mind-blower for GMO fanatics, but

replacing the rank dumpster, garlicky trash terps for 
an orange grove; still just as offensive and

will take out the room when you expose the bag. The 
flowers from this plant are taken full-term

every time and allowed to ripen when she wants; 10 
weeks to be exact, but well worth the

efforts and wait. Her trichomes mature physically 
larger than most other varieties we grow and

coat the bracts, calyxes and fans leaving virtually no 
surface area untouched. The buzz as you

would expect from this and most citrus strains is 
upli!ing and alertness; but the GMO brings a

heavy and long lasting effect which is obviously great.
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PINE CONEZ 
LA KUSH

True OG and nothing more than the real deal period. 
For us, there is nothing purer, more iconic

or more classic than this cut to define what OG Kush is 
truly about. Gasoline-soaked tennis balls

and spruce cloud your senses with her addictive 
trademark aroma guaranteed to turn heads

every time you crack the jar. This is a house favorite 
simply because she represents dank

cannabis before all the glitz and glam hit the scene. 
She may not have the look like some, but

she does the trick every time. Her trichomes create a 
sticky, greasy sheen that permeates the

surrounding atmosphere and gums up any surface her 
buds come in physical contact with. As

complete connoisseurs of gas varietals, we cataloged 
dozens of “OG Kush” cuts and

consolidated down to what we consider the perfect cut. 
Her flowers are golf ball in size but

makeup for it in density far outweighing most huge 
cola growing varieties we’ve grown. If you

want the best expression of OG, this buds for you!
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GHETTOPINESOL  
AKA FABULOSO

Homage to the creator @arghkade for this one. We are 
extremely thankful to be able to have

the opportunity to cultivate this on a small-scale 
top-tier quality control batch system allowing

us to push her full potential. Those who are lucky 
enough to grab some of this herb or hash will

understand the hype once their lungs feel the pressure 
from this hybrid. Throughout her

maturation, strong aromas of Big League Grape Bubble 
Gum perfume the canopy eventually

bringing out a gassy background as she nears harvest. 
This bud is likely to remind you of some

straight old school but will contend with anything in a 
true connoisseur’s library in our opinion

adding opposite spectrums of present day cannabis to 
the menu. She is full of character and

dripping with some of the most exotic trichomes we’ve 
seen on cannabis to date; no wonder the

hash is so renown.
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CALIRADO CAKE  
AKA ICE CREAM CAKE (WEDDING CAKE X GELATO 33)

So many elite variations of this genetic exist in todays 
market and all of them boast dank af

properties with subtle nuance and variances 
depending on which cut you have. Regardless, the

work done by @seedjunky_jbeezy and the mark le! on 
west coast and global cannabis today is

nothing short of exceptional. Our selection of Ice 
Cream Cake leans heavy to the Gelato side of

the parental lineage. The trademark musky dank 
terpene profile is just as offensive in an

opposite way as any harsh citrus or limonene heavy 
strain. The resin permeates everything if the

plant is physically disturbed and almost reminds you of 
some type of exotic chocolate it’s so

rich. COATED with glistening greasy trichomes and 
deep purple calyxes for that perfect bag

appeal. Grab a bag to enjoy with any of your Cali 
friends or family and you’re sure to give them a

taste of home. Heads up, this weed is strong.


